1. Change the password. The new password should be different from the old one.
2. Make sure the unit not in the LOCK mode.
3. Key in the old password (factory setting password '1234'), the unit will sound 'Bi Bi' tone, and the LED will light up. Please key in 4 digits new password (the password must be different from the old one).
4. In the locked mode, when anybody cutting the cable, the unit will trigger to alarm. Enter your password then press 
   [    /    ] button, the alarm will stop.
5. In the locked mode, when anybody removing the battery cover, the unit will trigger alarm instantly. Enter your password then press 
   [    /    ] button, the alarm will stop.
6. In the locked mode, when anybody cutting the cable, the unit will trigger to alarm. Enter your password then press 
   [    /    ] button, the alarm will stop.
7. In the locked mode, when anybody removing the battery cover, the unit will trigger alarm instantly. Enter your password then press 
   [    /    ] button, the alarm will stop.
8. In the locked mode, when anybody removing the battery cover, the unit will trigger alarm instantly. Enter your password then press 
   [    /    ] button, the alarm will stop.
9. In the locked mode, when anybody removing the battery cover, the unit will trigger alarm instantly. Enter your password then press 
   [    /    ] button, the alarm will stop.
10. In the locked mode, when anybody removing the battery cover, the unit will trigger alarm instantly. Enter your password then press 
    [    /    ] button, the alarm will stop.
11. In the locked mode, when anybody removing the battery cover, the unit will trigger alarm instantly. Enter your password then press 
    [    /    ] button, the alarm will stop.
12. In the locked mode, when anybody removing the battery cover, the unit will trigger alarm instantly. Enter your password then press 
    [    /    ] button, the alarm will stop.

OPERATION

1. Press and hold 
   [2] button 2 seconds will hear a 'Bi'tone, the vibration detect function set at OFF.
2. Press and hold 
   [1] button 2 seconds will hear a 'Bi Bi'tone, the unit will return to the standby mode.
3. Press and hold 
   [3] button 2 seconds will hear a 'Bi Bi Bi'tone, the unit will turn on alarm for 30 seconds; If do not trigger during three to twelve seconds, the unit will return to the standby mode.
4. Press and hold 
   [4] button 2 seconds will hear a 'Bi Bi Bi'tone, the unit will turn on alarm for 30 seconds; If do not trigger during three to twelve seconds, the unit will return to the standby mode.
5. Press and hold 
   [5] button 2 seconds will hear a 'Bi Bi Bi'tone, the unit will turn on alarm for 30 seconds; If do not trigger during three to twelve seconds, the unit will return to the standby mode.
6. Press and hold 
   [6] button 2 seconds will hear a 'Bi Bi Bi'tone, the unit will turn on alarm for 30 seconds; If do not trigger during three to twelve seconds, the unit will return to the standby mode.
7. Press and hold 
   [7] button 2 seconds will hear a 'Bi Bi Bi'tone, the unit will turn on alarm for 30 seconds; If do not trigger during three to twelve seconds, the unit will return to the standby mode.
8. Press and hold 
   [8] button 2 seconds will hear a 'Bi Bi Bi'tone, the unit will turn on alarm for 30 seconds; If do not trigger during three to twelve seconds, the unit will return to the standby mode.
9. Press and hold 
   [9] button 2 seconds will hear a 'Bi Bi Bi'tone, the unit will turn on alarm for 30 seconds; If do not trigger during three to twelve seconds, the unit will return to the standby mode.
10. Press and hold 
    [0] button 2 seconds will hear a 'Bi Bi Bi'tone, the unit will turn on alarm for 30 seconds; If do not trigger during three to twelve seconds, the unit will return to the standby mode.

TRoubleshooting GUIDE

1. Battery not installed or do not put the back the bar. The unit will sound 'Bi Bi' three times, and then the unit will lock.
2. LOCK: In the locked mode, when anybody removing the battery cover, the unit will trigger alarm instantly. Enter your password then press 
   [    /    ] button, the alarm will stop.
3. Vibration detect function is off
   Set off the vibration detect function when belongings are easily stolen.
4. Set off the vibration detect function when belongings are easily stolen.
5. Set off the vibration detect function when belongings are easily stolen.
6. Set off the vibration detect function when belongings are easily stolen.
7. Set off the vibration detect function when belongings are easily stolen.
8. Set off the vibration detect function when belongings are easily stolen.
9. Set off the vibration detect function when belongings are easily stolen.
10. Set off the vibration detect function when belongings are easily stolen.

CAUTIONS

1. In order to reduce noise pollution, change new batteries immediately when battery voltage is low. If you do not use the unit for a long time, please remove the battery to avoid battery leakage.
2. The unit is waterproof, but it can't be soaked in the water. In freezing weather, please dry off the water near the lock bar in case the water freezes which will damage the lock bar. Then pull out the cable (Fig 3). So do the belongings which you need to be protected.
3. When lock or unlock, please operate according to the tone. Do not press the lock bar immediately.

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATION

1. Input power supply: DC4V, alkaline battery batteries immediatly, otherwise the unit can't lock and unlock operation.
2. Tamper resistant function: cutting cable activates alarm immediately.
3. Anti-cut function: cutting cable activates alarm immediately.
4. Self-defense function: steel cable can be used as self-defense whip.
5. Alarm sound up to 105 dB.
6. Easy operation, no need keys.
7. Waterproof, suitable for indoor and outdoor use.
8. Ability to work under severe temperature: -10 ~ +60℃.
9. Optimal colour steel gray or black.

INTRODUCTION

Y787 high performance digital lock will protect luggage, bicycles and other personal belongings in home or store. When anybody cut the cable or remove the battery cover or key in wrong password or detect vibration or remove the belongings, the unit will activate high output piercing alarm.

FEATURES

1. The interval time between two detected vibration or removing the lock over three seconds activates alarm.
2. Cut cable or remove the battery cover activates alarm.
3. Three times wrong code activates alarm.
4. The steel cable can be used as self-defense whip.
5. Alarm sound up to 105 dB.
6. Eight thicknessed steel cable - diameter: 10mm (optional cable length: 1.2 meters...)
7. Programmable 4 digital password up to 256 kinds of passwords.
8. Easy operation, no need keys.
9. 3 x AAA size alkaline batteries operation(not included) and low battery indicator.
10. IP44 rating approved.
11. Operating use temperature: -10℃~+60℃.

DESCRIPTION OF COMPONENTS

1. Cable
2. Battery cover
3. Button
4. Battery
5. Automatic lock
6. Battery cover screw
7. Battery infringement alarm
8. Battery warning alarm

IMPORTANT SAFETY TIPS

1. The alarm sound is very loud, never put the unit close to your ear.
2. The unit can provide significant protection for your belongings, however, we do not guarantee complete protection against any issues. Please take care of your property.

INSTALLATION

1. Distance installation:
   a. Unequal the battery cover to install three alkaline batteries as usual in Fig 1. The battery cover width and the battery cover depth will keep 1.5 x 2.0 mm.
   b. Even screws the battery cover plastic wire bottom use.
2. Press and hold the button to pull out the cable (Fig. 2). So do the belongings which you need to be protected.

OPERATION

1. Make sure the unit in the UNLOCK mode.
2. Press and hold 
   [2] button will hear a 'Bi'tone, the vibration detect function set at OFF.
3. Press and hold 
   [1] button will hear a 'Bi Bi' tone, the unit will return to the standby mode.
4. Press and hold 
   [3] button will hear a 'Bi Bi Bi'tone, the unit will turn on alarm for 30 seconds; If do not trigger during three to twelve seconds, the unit will return to the standby mode.
5. Press and hold 
   [4] button will hear a 'Bi Bi Bi'tone, the unit will turn on alarm for 30 seconds; If do not trigger during three to twelve seconds, the unit will return to the standby mode.
6. Press and hold 
   [5] button will hear a 'Bi Bi Bi'tone, the unit will turn on alarm for 30 seconds; If do not trigger during three to twelve seconds, the unit will return to the standby mode.
7. Press and hold 
   [6] button will hear a 'Bi Bi Bi'tone, the unit will turn on alarm for 30 seconds; If do not trigger during three to twelve seconds, the unit will return to the standby mode.
8. Press and hold 
   [7] button will hear a 'Bi Bi Bi'tone, the unit will turn on alarm for 30 seconds; If do not trigger during three to twelve seconds, the unit will return to the standby mode.
9. Press and hold 
   [8] button will hear a 'Bi Bi Bi'tone, the unit will turn on alarm for 30 seconds; If do not trigger during three to twelve seconds, the unit will return to the standby mode.
10. Press and hold 
    [9] button will hear a 'Bi Bi Bi'tone, the unit will turn on alarm for 30 seconds; If do not trigger during three to twelve seconds, the unit will return to the standby mode.
11. Press and hold 
    [0] button will hear a 'Bi Bi Bi'tone, the unit will turn on alarm for 30 seconds; If do not trigger during three to twelve seconds, the unit will return to the standby mode.

TRoubleshooting GUIDE

1. Battery not installed or do not put the back the bar. The unit will sound 'Bi Bi' three times, and then the unit will lock.
2. LOCK: In the locked mode, when anybody removing the battery cover, the unit will trigger alarm instantly. Enter your password then press 
   [    /    ] button, the alarm will stop.
3. Vibration detect function is off
   Set off the vibration detect function when belongings are easily stolen.
4. Vibration function: vibration in removing the unit activates alarm
5. Self-defense function: steel cable can be used as self-defense whip.